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‘A NOTE LET GO’
Contemporary Poets from India & Ireland: 

Indian-Ireland connectivity can be traced back to 1786. This creative cultural event in India 
builds on the historic links that existed between Rabindranath Tagore and W.B. Yeats and through 
to Seamus Heaney. 

The two cultures and traditions of India and Ireland are expressed here through the works of poets 
of eminence, where metaphors, idioms of the learned, and the unlearned, of emotions and of the 
romantic self are contrasted to the consciousness of the universal self, of the mutual interdependency 
with nature. Here poetic self, and the text interacts with the biographical self to provide a �ight 
of imagination. 

Michael Longley is one of the foremost poets in the English language, and the current Ireland Professor of 
Poetry, which entails residencies at Queen’s University Belfast, Trinity College Dublin and University College 
Dublin. Among the awards he has won are the Whitbread Poetry Award, the Hawthornden Prize and the 
T. S. Eliot Prize. His Collected Poems was published in 2006. 

Edna Longley, Professor Emerita at Queen’s University, is one of the most in�uential critics writing on 
modern Irish and British poetry, and is one of the most powerful voices in contemporary Irish culture. 
Among other important writings, she has edited The Living Stream: Literature and Revisionism in Ireland 
(1994); The Bloodaxe Book of 20th Century Poetry (2000) and Edward Thomas: The Annotated Collected Poems 
(Bloodaxe, 2008). She is a Member of the Royal Irish Academy and a Fellow of the British Academy

Ed Larrissy is Professor of Poetry at the School of English at Queen’s University. His work centres on 
Romantic poetry and twentieth century British, Irish and American poetry. Among his publications are 
Yeats the Poet: The Measures of Di�erence (1994) and Blake and Modern Literature (2006). He is the editor of 
Romanticism and Postmodernism (1999).

Ciaran Carson is Professor of Poetry and Director of the Seamus Heaney Centre for Poetry. He is the author 
of some ten collections of poetry. Among the awards he has won are the T. S. Eliot Prize, the Irish Times 
Literature Prize, and the Forward Prize. He is also plays the traditional Irish �ute, and has been known to 
sing.

Pádraigín Ní Uallacháin is Traditional Singer in Residence at the Seamus Heaney Centre, and the author of 
the highly-praised A Hidden Ulster: People, Songs and Traditions of Oriel (Four Courts, Dublin, 2003). She has 
made extensive recordings of both traditional songs and her own compositions. She has spent a term in India 
studying the connections between the singing traditions of India and those of Ireland.

Poets from Northern Ireland
Introduced by Professor Edward Larrissy (Queen’s University Belfast)



Indian Poets

Ashoke Viswanathan 
Introduction to the Indian poets.

Ashoke Viswanathan has been active in both �lm and video media as a director, screenplay writer, actor 
and presenter, having directed more than 150 �lms and television programmes including feature �lms, 
documentaries, tele�lms, music videos, and teleserials. He has won two National Awards and one International 
Award. Three of his feature �lms and one of his short features have been included in the INDIAN PANORAMA 
sections of IFFI ’94, 1999, 2001, 2002. His �lms have been shown at the Commonwealth Film Festival, Manchester, 
among others. Viswanathan has represented India at the Cambridge Seminar on contemporary British 
writing, held at Downing College, Cambridge. He has also been an Assistant Professor and Head of the 
Department of Direction at the Satyajit Ray Film and Television Institute and a Visiting Professor at Film and 
Television Institute of India, Pune, at the Dept. of Cinema and Theatre, Tufts University, Boston, Dept. of Film 
Studies, Jadavpur University, and Dept. of Film Studies, St. Xavier’s College, Kolkata.
 

Jayanta Mahapatra, born in 1928 in Cuttack, had his early education at Stewart school, Cuttack . After a 
�rst class Master's Degree in Physics, he taught physics at di�erent colleges in Orissa and retired in 1986. 
Jayanta Mahapatra began writing poems rather late in comparison with his contemporaries. He has 
authored 18 books of poems. His poems have appeared in most of the reputed journals of the world. He 
received the prestigious Jacob Glatstein Memorial Award (Chicago) in 1975. He is the �rst Indian poet in 
English to have received the Central Sahitya Akademi Award(1981) for his Relationship. His other volumes 
include Close the Sky, Ten by Ten, Svayamvara & Other Poems, A Father's Hours, A Rain of Rites (University of 
Georgia Press, 1976), Waiting, The False Start & Life Sings. A Whiteness of Bone, (New Delhi. Viking Penguin, 
1992) Shadow Space, (Kottayam. D.C.Books, 1997). Random Descent, (Bhubaneswar. Third Eye Communications, 
2005). The Lie of Dawns: Poems 1974-2008, (New Delhi, Authorspress, 2009). His translations (from Oriya to 
English) bear the stamp of his originality too.

Sunil Gangopadhyay, is one of the most eminent writers of India and is equally adept at prose and poetry. 
He is regarded as one of the most proli�c and e�ervescent writers of modern Bengali literature. Author of 
many unforgettable poems, short stories, novels and plays, he brings his considerable talents to reviews, 
and comments as well as literature for children. His magnum opus and winner of the 1985 Sahitya Akademi 
Award Sei Samaya is the result of in-depth research work into the cross-currents of socio-intellectual life 
during the 19th century Bengal renaissance. But it is poetry that has remained his �rst love, and time and 
again he raised his voice in distinctive verses to protest against social evils. His sensitivity, vigorous expression, 
and master craftsmanship has earned him many awards including Bankim Puraskar, 1982; Sahitya Akademi 
Award, 1985; and Ananda Puraskar (twice). He was the founder editor of Krittibas, a seminal poetry magazine 
started publishing from 1953, that became a platform for a new generation of poets experimenting with 
many new forms in poetic themes, rhythms, and words. After serving �ve years as the Vice President, he 
was elected the President of the Sahitya Akademi on February 20, 2008.
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Indian Poets (continued)

Prof. Nabaneeta Dev Sen was born in Calcutta, to the poet-couple Narendra Dev and Radharani Devi. She 
graduated from Presidency College and took her M.A. from Jadavpur University, Calcutta, A.M with Distinction 
from Harvard University and Ph. D from Indiana University. She did post-doctoral research at the University 
of California at Berkeley, USA, at Newnham College, Cambridge University, UK, and was UGC Senior Fellow 
at Delhi University. Besides Bengali and English she reads several languages - Hindi, Oriya, Assamese, 
French, German, Sanskrit, Hebrew, etc. - and has recently retired as Professor of Comparative Literature at 
Jadavpur University, Calcutta. She has been working with the treatment of women in the world epics and 
the treatment of epic poetry by rural women in India. She has just been nominated as the JP Naik Distinguished 
Fellow at the Centre of Women’s Development Studies, New Delhi, 2003-2005, where she is translating 
Chandrabati’s sixteenth century Bengali Ramayana text into English with a critical introduction and annotions. 
Nabaneeta lives in Kolkata, in her parental house Bhalo-Basa, where she was born, now declared a Heritage 
Building. Nabaneeta Dev Sen has published more than 80 books in Bengali: poetry, novels, short stories, 
plays, literary criticism, personal essays, travelogues, humour writing, translations and children’s literature. 
Her �rst collection of poems Pratham Pratyay was published in 1959.

Srijato, writes in Bangla, with only the passion of poetry to drive him, he had left formal college education 
to pursue writing single-mindedly. And not much later, he had bagged prestigious state literary awards for 
his poetry and had become a toast of the literary world. His poetic perception has injected street reality 
into his poems in which cohabitation of the high and the low show a society in which poverty and opulence 
reside so side by side and yet humanity shines all through this duality. Srijato is a keen musician and earns 
his living by giving tuitions in Indian classical music and  by writing non �ctional TV scripts. He is now also 
keenly working on "novels and short stories, besides poems". Among the most proli�c of the new generation 
of Bengali poets, he has already published over a dozen collections and his poems are sought after by the 
most respected of magazines in West Bengal. He edits the literary journal Jaruri Abastha [State of Emergency]. 
Invited, as the only creative writer representing India, to the International Writers’ Program - 2006, University 
of Iowa, United States and to the Edinburgh International Book Festival – 2008 as the only Bengali poet. 

Mamang Dai is a poet, novelist and free lance journalist from Arunachal Pradesh, North-east India. She 
joined the Indian Administrative Service but soon left it to travel and pursue a career in writing. She was a 
correspondent for the Sentinel, The Telegraph and the Hindustan Times. Her writings, short stories and poems 
have been published in various journals and anthologies. She is the author of Arunachal Pradesh- The Hidden 
Land, which received the State’s �rst annual Verrier Elwin Award, 2003. (Reprint (Penguin India, 2009).  Her 
other books include The Legends of Pensam, Mountain Harvest- the Food of Arunachal Pradesh, River Poems and 
two illustrated books of folklore-   The Sky Queen and Once upon a Moon time.  Dai is currently the General 
Secretary, Arunachal Pradesh Literary Society, and Member, General Council of the Sahitya Akademi, and 
North East Writers Forum (NEWF). Dai lives in Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh. 

UKTI is being assisted by Srijan, a voluntary, cultural organisation - of, for and by the creative - has for some years now been providing a platform for poetry, 
music, dance, theatre and painting circles. Ahandful of like-minded people driven by the same language and inspiration created Srijan. Their inspiration was 
limitless and the one thing they ensured was that they should enjoy the very act of getting together and of sharing creativity. Over the last four years Srijan has 
organised more than a hundred and �fty evenings of the best of the creative - professionals of the topmost standing and also striving amateurs.
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Proposed running order:

Ciaran plays an aisling (‘dream vision’) song on the �ute and follows with some poems (10 minutes). 
He introduces Pádraigín.

Pádraigín sings ‘The Blackbird of Belfast Lough’ and some other songs (15 minutes). 
She introduces Edna.

Edna gives a lecture on Irish poetry (15 minutes). 
She introduces Michael.  

Michael reads for 15 minutes. 
He introduces Edward Larrissy.

Ed gives a lecture on Yeats (15 minutes)
He welcomes back Ciaran.

Ciaran reads some poems and ends with a �ute tune (5 minutes). 

Dr M. Satish Kumar

VENUE:

The Oberoi Grand,
15, Jawaharlal Nehru Road,
Kolkata - 700 013

Refreshments at 6:30pm, followed by the main programme
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